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COLONSAY

People say that when things go wrong just cheer up as it will always
get better. Well it started all right, despite the not very inspiring forecast.
The day was the usual grey overcast Scottish day but by the time we had
Saorsa launched and packed up, blue skies were beginning to appear. A
short adjournment to the pub for lunch proved the first of the days
frustrations. I had been telling Karen on the trip up about the good food in
the local pub and thought a nice meal would be conducive to a harmonious
start to our adventure. However I had spent some time on the jetty talking
to a fellow sailor and by the time we got to the pub it was exactly five
minutes too late for food. A bag of peanuts did not substitute, so it was
with a less than happy crew we eventually set off.

With a South Easterly force 3 we had a beat out of Tayvallich and into
Loch Sween where we could bear away onto a reach. The weather was
improving giving us sunshine and the benign looking clouds resulted in a
very pleasant sail. Half way down the loch there was a lone Wanderer,
being sailed single handed, who kept up with us for a little then turned
back towards the large caravan site near Castle Sween. Alone once again
we reached the mouth of the loch to be met with the usual confused seas
you get as the tide swirls round the tiny islands-just off the entramce to the
loch. Passing Eilean Mor (Great Island) the clouds were dispersing and we
eventually had a very late lunch of Pumpernickel and Herring. Getting
close to Skervuile Lighthouse I felt that the wind was dying as the clouds
continued to thin and sure enough as we got close to the shore the wind
died completely. No problem get the engine out and motor over to the Jura
Hotel for the promised pub meal, only to find we had no engme bracket
which I had forgot to pack! This did not put me in the best of tempers but I
got out the oars only to remember I had not pioperly bolted in the
rowlocks during the winter. Faced with a three mile row, and the prospect
of pulling out the rowlocks did not improve my temper - and this was only
day 1. We eventually, gingerly, got round Rubh an Leanachais and into the
north end of Craighouse bay. Pitching camp and carrying our kit ashore I
then contrived to break my wine glass. Not an auspicious start to the trip.
The only positive thing was that with clear skies the temperature dropped
quite quickly and eventually kept the midges at bay.

We awoke to a beautiful day with clear sides and the wind from the
north east, absolutely perfect, for the trip round Jura to West Loch Tarbet.
We could afford a leisurely start as the tide through the Sound of Islay did
not turn until mid-day but it was such a stunnig day we just had to sail.



We had a beautiful sail across Craighouse bay, sailing down the east coast
close to the shore. Surely one of the best uses to which you can put a
Wayfirer. We reached the southern end of Jua and decided to squeeze
through between Brosdale Island and Jura in order to avoid the worst of
the tide which stiDl had an hour or so to nm. I thought the best plan being
to sneak up close to the Jura shore to avoid the tide which can run at seven
knots in full flood. The down side of this plan was that we were now in the
wind shadow of Jura. As we squeezed through the shallows between Am
Fraoch Eilean and the main island in very light airs the wind suddenly
backed and rose to about force 4. Almost instantly this now gave us a beat
through the Sound of Islay. On previous trips I had always wondered why
the marked channel was so close to the Islay side of the Sound. We soon
discovered why when, rather alarmingly , we found ourselves dodging
submerged reef and rocks without any apparent pattern. It was difficult to
extract ourselves from our predicament but we eventually made it to
deeper water with the tide still against us but it had passed it's peak and
we could progress up the Sound.

Just offPort Askaig the tide changed and fortunately the wind dropped a
little as we now had now had a wind over tide situation. The wind dropped
further until off the lighthouse on the northern tip of Islay it went
completely, and with the lumpy sea left it was not very pleasant having the
boom slatting back and forth. Out with the oars and again taking it very
gently we rowed out of the worst of the seas. As we passed out of the



lumpiest part of water (caused by the tidal flow out of the Sound of Islay)
a little breeze sprang up and we could re-hoist the sails and head into West
Loch Tarbet for our rendezvous with Chris (W 6275).

West Loch Tarbet is a large body of water and Karen voiced her doubts
about meeting Chris and his crew. However we spotted a mast on the
North side, tucked in behind a small skerry, but it turned out to be a bigger
vessel. Our traverse of the north shore turned up another small craft but no
Chris. We were rapidly running out of loch and I did not want to get into
the upper reaches where the loch narrows to a couple of hundred metres,
so we picked a small sandy beach below one of the numerous raised
beaches in the area and set up camp. After our evening meal and with
Karen already asleep, I was enjoying a nightcap watching the sunset on
one of the most beautiful and peaceful of Hebridean evenings. Whilst the
sounds of a few seals, the last calls of the Oystercatcher and the gentle lap
of the sea gave a magical touch to the scene, I suddenly heard voices! In
one of the remotest, inaccessible parts of Scotland, I would obviously have
to give up drinking the "water of life". However just as I was
contemplating my bleak future a Wayfarer hull drifted into view from
further up the loch. Chris and his crew Mark had seen us arrive when out
walking and sailed over from their camp. In contrast to the previous
evening it gave a perfect end to the day.

In the morning Chris turned up bang on time just as we were packing
the last of our kit into Saorsa and we hoisted sail in a Northerly force 3 for
the short sail over to Colonsay. The wind dropped to about force 2 and
with clear skies it was another stunning day for sailing Wayfarers. It was
idyllic, gently reaching across with a beer and n-uts for lunch, enjoying the
scenery and sunshine, the latter being the more unusual for this part of the
world. With Karen on the helm I took the opportunity to do a little boat
maintenance. Close to Colonsay the wind became lighter and very flukey
and at one point both boats were beating in the same direction but on
different tacks. We also had the situation of one boat pointing directly to
the shore whilst the other could only run parallel to it. Within a few cables
of the shore the wind suddenly and inexplicably rose to force 4 from the
West and right on the nose. To say it was inconvenient was an
understatement. We struggled ashore eventually onto Oronsay which is
separated from Colonsay by a bay which dries at low tide A campsite
was needed so we went out for a walk across the tidal flats looking for
one. The flats have a wonderful tidal pool in the middle which I was keen
to anchor in but as it was approaching low tide it would be a long wait
until we could sail into it. Looking at the tidal pool Mark spotted a seal
which was lazing around until it saw us and then it panicked. As there was



only a very small narrow channel to the sea, we were within a couple of
feet of it as it torpedoed its way out to freedom. I did not appreciate how
fast seals can swim but the channel was about three feet deep and the seal
created a huge wash similar to the films you see of nuclear submarines
prior to diving.

We had decided that the best, more accessible campsite was over on
Colonsay but as we would have to wait for the tide to come in, a little a
walk over to the priory was needed. The priory proved very interesting and
was established not long after lona, but Columbus could not settle there as
it was still within sight of Ireland! It turned out to be one of the major
centres for the carving of Celtic crosses and medieval tombstones and a
roofed building, to one side, had a fine collection of carvings. The priory is
fairly well preserved and unlike many ruins really gave a feeling of life in
the buildings. While Chris, Mark and myself wandered round, Karen
nipped out for a cigarette. With no roof on the ruins it seemed a little odd,
but she met the caretaker who offered to show us round the walled garden
which is not usually open to the general public. The garden was a work of
many hours labour and devotion and shows what can be achieved against
the odds It was beautifully segmented into various plots which were
designed to flower at different times of the year and included a medieval
herb garden. This part of the island is leased to the RSPB and farmed
usmg traditional farming techniques m order to encourage Cormcrakes to
return. Although we never saw or even heard them we were assured that
there had been a significant increase in numbers in recent years.
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The following day we had planned to sail north but as we awoke to yet
another stunning day with only a little breeze a general apathy set in and a
change of plan saw us walk over to the "capital" of Scalasaig. I think the
fact that our campsite, on a sand dune overlooking the boats and with
views down the Sound of Islay and the west coast of Islay towards Ireland
had just a little to do with the decision. The priorities of the day were now
a fresh water wash, some supplies and a pub lunch. The day passed in
idyllic laziness which blended in perfectly with the pace of life in this part
of the world. This is one Hebridean island which does not totally welcome
visitors, as caravans/mobile homes are not allowed on the island, there is
also a large sign by the ferry terminal which states quite emphatically "No
Camping on the island" This caused a little embarrassment in the shop
when Karen asked for flyspray in order to clear the midgies from the tent!
The wander back to camp saw us pass the local oyster fisherman so we
bought a couple of dozen and lay in the sun outside our tents eating them.
We even got our fresh water wash, well some people did!

Day five was yet another stunner although as we ate a leisurely
breakfast it was a case of trying to spot the catspaws on the sea. Setting
sail we drifted slowly north along the eastern Colonsay shore, although
drifting is probably the wrong term as it does imply movement! With the
current weather nothing was to much of a trial. We eventually arrived off
Scalasaig and had an active debate about whither it had actually been
quicker walkng yesterday. Just as I was seriously beginnig to despair of
getting any where, a very gentle westerly breeze came up and looked set to
stay for a bit.
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The plan had been to sail to the Garvellachs and we could now realistically
hope to achieve this. The sail across was wonderful and only two other
sailing vessels to be seen, one over by the Mull shore and what looked like
a very small craft, was it a Wayferer? sailing close to Scarba. Chris had
wanted to visit the site of the monastery but the landing was tricky and due
to our slow departure it was now getting late in the day. We decided that a
close sail past would have to suffice so we pushed on to Garbh Eileach
(Rough Rocky Mound) the largest of the Garvellach's. We thought that it
would be possible to camp in the central bay of the island and it certainly
was a lovely sheltered spot The downside was that the shore consisted of
large round slippery boulders over which we would have to carry all our
camping gear, some things are just not worth it. A consultation of the
ordinance survey map, while listening to the shipping forecast, gave the
illusion of a campsite on the western shore of Lunga. A short sail over
there found us struggling over tussock grass looking in vain for a couple of
flat spots to pitch the tents. After covering most of the easily accessible
ground we abandoned the quest and went back to Eilean Dubh Mor (The
Big Black Island) which we had passed on our way across. There was a
small bay which although not brilliant proved adequate, perhaps after our
previous campsite we were just getting a little fussy. It was certainly one
of the noisiest campsites I've been on as it was inhabited by a colony of
Lesser Black-backed Gulls, as well as a few of their cousins the Great
Black- backed. In true family tradition they seemed to spend their time
shouting at each other, I believe we could have had a more peaceful night
camping in Sauchiehall Street. For any one contemplating re-incarnation
and becoming a seagull the only requisite appears to be an extremely loud
and irritating voice.

We woke to what was now becoming a routine, of yet another warm
cloudless day. We had a short exploration of the island and a look at the
yacht anchored in a very snug hole between Eilean Dubh Mor and Eilean
Dubh Beag ( The Little Black Island ). Packing the boats we set off north
to catch the last of tide flooding up the sound of Luing, and for once there
was a flourish of activity on the water with several boats moving up and
down the sound. Usually in this part of the world you see very few other
craft. The wind was blowing a gentle force 2 from the North West which
entailed a couple of short tacks. We passed the old slate quarries which
have scarred this area, one small island having been almost completely
removed. Chris has always scorned my use of Ordinance Survey maps as
unseaman-like but on the West coast the few isolated rocks are obvious
and well known. Sailing towards Easdale I could see Chris hanging around
and thought he was being kind and waiting for me, when I saw a shadow



Cuan Sound separates Luing from Seil island, it is quite narrow with a
small ferry running between the two islands and the two boats must have
looked very impressive to the ferry passengers as we ghosted along under
spinnakers. The tide was pushing us down between Torsa and Luing and
with the wind behind us we decided to go for the narrow gap between the
two islands which would take us into Ardinamir Bay. Sailing south into
what looked like a closed bay even I was getting anxious and repeatedly
asked Karen to check the map. Just as it looked like my map would fail me
once again we turned a small corner and could see through. The sail
through the gap was delightfui but our speed probably owed more to the
tide than the wind. The channel was also extremely narrow and shallow,
certainly a beat would have been out of the question! Ardinamir Bay is
infamous for it's tncky entrance, from the opposite approach, due to a
couple of large rocks and the fact that the lady who lived m the cottage
overlooking the bay kept a log of all visiting yachts and particularly those
who got into trouble in the entrance. We had no trouble getting out into the
Shuna Sound and with the spinnaker now drawing nicely we once again
headed south.

The wind was slowly droppimg and again our speed was more due to the
tidal influence as we slowly approached the southern end of Scarba island
and could look through the Gulf of Corryvreckan to Colonsay giving us a
real sense of a complete trip. The wind had now died completely so we
motored through Dorus Mor and in towards Crinan looking for a campsite.
Again finding a good campsite proved difficult and we eventually found a



and could look through the Gulf of Corryvreckan to Colonsay giving us a
real sense of a complete trip. The wind had now died completely so we
motored through Dorus Mor and in towards Crinan looking for a campsite.
Again finding a good campsite proved difficult and we eventually found a
small bay about three kilometres south of Crinan. As the wind dropped so
the first cloud we had seen in a long time built from the west and by the
time we pitched camp it was very overcast. It rained during the night and
in the morning we found the cloud just above mast height, much more
typical Scottish weather!

Chris was keen to head home but we were planning to have another
day's sailing, however after such a perfect week it seemed stupid to end
on. a sour note so we decided to join Chris and sail the short distance to
Carsaig and haul out there. Chris assured me that he had done a
reconnaissance in Carsaig and could not find a slip. It was not without a
little trepidation that he eventually sailed into the bay. The small slip that I
had used in the past was still there although now a bit more dilapidated
and only really possible to use at high tide, even so it would still be a
struggle for two people to get a Wayfarer out. By the time the boats were
finally out and on the trailers the day had brightened considerably, but we
had no regrets about not sailing. I had spent the whole week sailing in
shorts and only had my waterproofjacket on twice. This, for me, after
t'wlve years sailing the west coast was a record as my previous trips had
gtven me only the odd day of sailing in shorts. With the boats all packed
up'and ready to go, Karen finally got her pub lunch and it was as good as
promised, a perfect end to a great weeks sailing.
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Books are to be returned on or before
the last date below
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